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Classicism at Home
Stay Connected at Classicist.org
No matter where you are, the Institute of Classical Architecture & Art (ICAA) offers
courses, lectures, articles, and more, available at any time at classicist.org.
Classicism at Home offers a weekly opportunity to turn your thoughts to things both
historic and contemporary, academic and entertaining, and aesthetic and rigorous
through the ICAA's ongoing online content.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE ICAA, SIGN UP
FOR REGULAR UPDATES AT CLASSICIST.ORG/SIGNUP.

NEW ONLINE VIDEO

Inspiration from India
with Michael Imber and Tom Kligerman

On a recent journey to India, architects Michael Imber (Michael G. Imber, Architects)
and Tom Kligerman (Ike Kligerman Barkley) had the opportunity to explore centuries
of architectural exchange and influence, and to observe, photograph, and paint a
number of remarkable sites.
In a new video from the ICAA, learn about what surprised them about this visit, and
what inspiration they each bring to their own practices.
WATCH NOW

NEW ONLINE EDUCATIONAL VIDEO

Owning the Code
with Mason Roberts

New construction must conform to building codes that would be utterly foreign to
architects past. This should be no hindrance, however, to inventive and inspired
architecture.
In an exclusive ICAA presentation, Mason Roberts, a designer at Robert A. M. Stern
Architects, guides the contemporary practitioner through the intricacies of building
codes, focusing on specific case studies that present unique challenges, and how they
have been elegantly solved.
WATCH NOW

ICAA MEMBER PROJECTS

Courier Square, Designed by
Robert A.M. Stern Architects
via Traditional Building

The ICAA is pleased to shine a spotlight on projects from our member firms. One vast
undertaking promising to change the fabric of a city has been recently profiled in
Traditional Building, and we are pleased to feature it on classicist.org: the Courier
Square development by Robert A.M. Stern Architects, which is bringing a high density
neighborhood to life in Charleston using a traditional and vernacular architectural
language.
READ MORE

ICAA MEMBER ARTICLES

The History of Chinoiseries in France
from Valentin Goux

Join Valentin Goux, Vice President at ICAA member firm RINCK, on an academic
and historical exploration of chinoiserie, that particular European interpretation of
Chinese decorative arts that resulted in a melange of materials, motifs, and
methodology which, though quite removed from its origins, exerted powerful influence
on centuries of European design.
Valentin brings an informed understanding to his review of the origins, export, and reinterpretations of the style, accompanied by his historical and aesthetic perspective.
READ MORE
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE ARCHIVES

Breakfast & Books
with Frank de Biasi

The ICAA's Breakfast & Books series allows architects, designers, landscape architects,
authors, photographers, and other extraordinary talents to share the inspiration they
find in books, as part of a collaboration with Rizzoli, hosted at an in-person breakfast
at the Rizzoli bookstore in New York City.
In this May 2017 installment from the ICAA's archives, designer Frank de Biasi
discusses The Caliph’s House: A Year in Casablanca by Tahir Shah, and chronicles his
own journey renovating a historic home in Tangier, Morocco.
WATCH NOW
ICAA ONLINE

The ICAA Southeast Chapter’s Graphite &

Grits Goes Online

This last weekend, the Southeast Chapter of the ICAA initiated the first ever virtual
edition of their popular Graphite & Grits social sketching series. The first outing
focused on the 1918 Peachtree Station in Atlanta, by Hentz, Reid, and Adler, and saw
participants join from around the country.
The next location will be revealed tomorrow, April 1st. Follow the ICAA Southeast
Chapter on Instagram to join in!
FOLLOW ICAA SOUTHEAST

ICAA BOOK CLUB

We Want to Know What You’re Reading!

Share your home reading recommendations with the ICAA!
We're eager to see what ICAA members and friends are reading during their extended
time at home. While many of us cannot travel as we might like, our home libraries
offer rich histories, narratives, journeys, and beautiful imagery. Share your photos of
recommended reading with the ICAA on Instagram, and tag @classicist_org. Use the
hashtag #icaabookclub for a chance to be featured on the ICAA's Instagram feed!
FOLLOW THE ICAA ON INSTAGRAM

Did you know?

You can apply an ICAA donation sticker directly to your own Instagram stories.
At the top of your story, tap the donation sticker button after you’ve taken a
photo or video in the Instagram Stories camera, search "Donation" and selection
the Donation sticker, and then search for @classicist_org.

Additional Offerings

There is so much more available online at classicist.org: filmed lectures and public
programs, panel discussions, and numerous online articles provide an opportunity to
stay connected with the ICAA.
STAY CONNECTED AT CLASSICIST.ORG







